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Abstract
A task-type in concurrent programs is a template of

task-instances which are dynamically generated in execu-
tion of the programs. The number of the generated task-
instances may not be statically determined. Therefore,
test-cases generated by our previously proposed method
may not be realized in execution of the programs.

This paper proposes an enhanced test-case generation
method. Concurrent programs are classified into four
kinds under two viewpoints: whether the number of task-
instances generated from a task-type can be determined
statically or dynamically, and whether or not the task-
instances communicate with each other. The enhanced
method uses a modified Event InterActions Graph(EIAG).
The EIAG consists of Event Graphs and Interactions. An
Event Graph is an abstract control flow graph of a program
unit. The Interactions represent interactions between the
units. Because the modified EIAG represents more accu-
rate behavior of a program than the EIAG does, test-cases
generated by the enhanced method increase the possibili-
ty of realizing themselves. The test-cases in the method
increase in number. The method, however, is practical
in the sense that the number of task-instances generated
from a task-type is restricted.

Keywords: software testing, concurrent programs, task-
types, test-cases, Event InterActions Graph(EIAG), testing
criteria.

1 Introduction

We propose a test-case generation method for concurrent
programs including task-types. A task-type is formally
defined in Ada programming language. In C program-
ming language, a process can be generalized as a task-type.
Because concurrent programs are frequently written and

used in recent years[1], their reliability must be improved.
We proposed a test-case generation method for concur-
rent programs before[2][3]. This method, however, is
not always applied to concurrent programs including task-
types. A task-type in concurrent programs is a template
of task-instances dynamically generated in execution of the
concurrent programs (see Figure 1). Each of task-instances
is executed sequentially, but task-instances may be able to
communicate with each other.

The method deals with a task-type in the same way as
a task, that is, the method generates test-cases for only one
task-instance from a task-type. Hence, if task-instances
generated from a task-type synchronize with each other
when we apply the method to a concurrent program includ-
ing the task-type, the method cannot reflect the behavior of
the programs and generated test-cases may not be realized
in execution.

If we generated test-cases for all possible task-instances,
the number of the test-cases would become large and the test-
cases could not be practically executed. Restriction of the
number of task-instances reduces the number of test-cases.
A concurrent program consists of both sequentially executed
units and interactions (communications or synchronizations)
between them. They are procedures, functions, packages,
tasks and instances of task-types. Because the method
does not distinguish each task-instance generated from a
task-type, interactions between the task-instances cannot be
reflected in generated test-cases.

There is a correlation between the number of test-cases
and an accurate description of program behavior. While
modeling program behavior, an accurate description may
increase the number of test-cases. In contrast, decrease
in the number of test-cases may not well reflect program
behavior. Several testing methods were proposed for se-
quential programs. Applying them to concurrent programs
is often meaningless because the methods cannot test syn-
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Figure 1. Outline of task-type.

chronizations or communications, which are characteristic
to concurrent programs.

An accurate model for concurrent program behavior must
be constructed, and generated test-cases must be sufficient
and must not overlap with each other. It is not effective
to apply an identical method to concurrent programs. We
had better apply suitable methods according to the program
types.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced test-case gener-
ation method for concurrent programs including task-types
with the Event InterActions Graph(EIAG)[3] as a model for
concurrent programs. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 shows models that have heretofore been proposed
for concurrent programs, and presents problems caused by
applying each model to concurrent programs including task-
types. Section 3 describes the EIAG, test-cases and testing
criteria which concurrent programs must satisfy. Section
4 classifies concurrent programs into four kinds according
to two viewpoints: whether the number of task-instances
from a task-type can be determined statically or dynamical-
ly, and whether or not the task-instances generated from a
task-type communicate with each other. And, it outlines a
test-case generation method for each of the kinds. Section 5
discusses and evaluates the method and Section 6 presents
our conclusion.

2 Models for Concurrent Programs

A concurrent program consists of instances which com-
municate with each other and may produce different output
by the timing in their executions even with the same in-
put. Thus, a model for concurrent programs is needed for
grasping their accurate behavior.

Concurrency State Graph[4] Taylor et al. proposed the
concept of structural testing for concurrent programs.
They defined the concurrency state graph as a model
for concurrent programs. The concurrency state graph
consists of nodes that denote combinations of states of

each task, and consists of edges that denote transfers
of states of each task. They also suggested testing
criteria, based on the coverage of nodes and/or edges
in the concurrency state graph.

Synchronization Sequences(SYN-sequences)[5] Tai re-
ported the reproducible testing execution of concur-
rent programs and synchronization sequences(SYN-
sequences) for definition of behavior and faults of a
concurrent program. Concurrently executable events
are placed in one sequence since the synchronization
sequences express the total order.

Task Dependency Net(TDN)[6][7] Cheng claimed that
there should be five kinds, control dependence, da-
ta dependence, selection dependence, synchronization
dependence and communication dependence, of basic
program dependences in concurrent programs. He
proposed the Task Dependency Net(TDN), which is an
arc-classified diagraph to explicitly represent the five
kinds of basic program dependences in concurrent Ada
programs. Kasahara et al. showed the structure and
implementation of their TDN generator for concurrent
Ada programs.

Hierarchical Reachability Graph[8] Notomi and Murata
proposed the hierarchical reachability graph of bound-
ed Petri nets for concurrent software analysis. This
graph is constructed by combining and compressing
control flow graphs based on the source code of a
program. Hence, it is more practical than Petri nets.

Event InterActions Graph(EIAG) and Copaths[3] We
proposed the Event InterActions Graph(EIAG) as a
model for concurrent programs. It consists of Event
Graphs that denote concurrency events in each task,
and of Interactions that denote interactions between
the Event Graphs. We defined Copaths as test-cases
for concurrent programs. The Copaths consist of sets
of paths on Event Graphs satisfying Interactions and
maintaining the partial order of the programs (see
section 3 in detail).

A concurrent program may include task-types. When
a task-type is included in a program, it is possible to
dynamically generate task-instances in execution of the
program although there is only one original task-template
in the program. If we wish to apply either the concurrency
state graph, the SYN-sequences, the TDN or the hierarchical
reachability graph to such the concurrent programs including
task-types, we need to rewrite a model over and over
according as how many task-instances are generated because
it must be determined before modeling the programs.

On the other hand, if we apply the EIAG to such pro-
grams, the graph is constructed as only one task in view of a



with TEXT IO; use TEXT IO;
procedure Sample is

package INT IO is new INTEGER IO(INTEGER);
use INT IO;

I :INTEGER;
N proc : constant INTEGER := 2;
task type T type is

entry E1(I:INTEGER);
entry E2;

end T type;
type T access is access T type;
T : array (1..N proc) of T access;
task body T type is

T ord : INTEGER;
N mod : INTEGER;
begin

accept E1 (I: INTEGER) do
T ord := I;

end E1;
N mod := T ord mod 2;
if N mod = 1 then

accept E2;
put(“Task No.”); put(T ord); put(“ accepted.”);
NEW LINE;

else
T(T ord�1).E2;
put(“Task No.”); put(T ord); put(“ called.”);
NEW LINE;

end if;
end T type;

begin
for I in 1..N proc loop

T(I) := new T type;
T(I).E1(I);

end loop;
end Sample;

Figure 2. A sample program including a task-
type.

task-type because the task-type has only one task-template in
a program and the EIAG is constructed from the source code
of the target program. Consequently, when task-instances
generated from a task-type communicate with each other,
the EIAG cannot reflect the behavior of the programs and
test-cases generated on the EIAG may not be realized in
execution.

As an example, we show a concurrent program including
a task-type in Figure 2 written in Ada[9]. This program
consists of a task-type ‘T type’ and main procedure ‘Sam-
ple.’ The main procedure generates N’s task-instances
of the task-type ‘T type,’ and each of the task-instances
gets its ID-number ‘I’ from the entry call ‘E1.’ Each of
the task-instances, following ‘I,’ task-instances synchronize
with each other. When a task-instance synchronizes, then it
displays its ID-number ‘I.’

3 Event InterActions Graph (EIAG)

In this section, we introduce the Event InterActions
Graph(EIAG), define test-cases for concurrent programs

using the EIAG and consider testing criteria which must be
satisfied in testing for concurrent programs.[3]

��� ���� �	
 �	��

��� �
	�
���

The EIAG describing behavior of a concurrent program.
The EIAG consists of Event Graphs and Interactions be-
tween tasks.

3.1.1 Event Graphs in the EIAG

A concurrent program consists of tasks which communicate
with each other. An Event Graph(��) represents abstract
control flows of a task or a program unit in a concurrent
program. Because each program unit is regarded as being
sequential, we can deduce a control flow graph from a source
code. Nodes in the Event Graph denote concurrent event
statements and flow-control statements which include the
concurrent event statements. Concurrent event statements
characterize concurrent behavior of a concurrent program.
In an Ada concurrent program, concurrent event statements
are such statements as entry calls, accept statements and
new instance generation statements of a task-type. Edges in
the Event Graph express transfer of control between nodes.
That is:

�� �� ���� �� � ��

where � is a set of nodes in ��, and � is a set of edges in
��. If 	 � �
� �� � �, then 
� � � � . � is the start node
and � is the final node. Assume that node � can be divided
into the begin node �� and the end node �� and that an edge
	�� � ���� ��� exists between the two divided nodes.

A concurrent program has multiple program units; it has
multiple Event Graphs. Here, we express a set of Event
Graphs corresponding to a concurrent program � as ���.

������ � ���� � ���� ��� ��� ����1 �  � ���������

where ������� denotes the number of tasks(processes) in
�.

3.1.2 Interactions in the EIAG

When two tasks �� and �� synchronize, let two Event
Graphs ��� and ��� represent tasks �� and �� , respec-
tively. The Event Graph ��� has a node set �� and the
��� has a node set �� . We define a set ����, which
satisfies the following expression, consisting of the pairs of
elements of each set. A triplet � �� ��� � in the ����

represents a simultaneous execution with an identifier � in
a concurrent program.

��������� ���� �
����� �� �� ��� � �� � ��� � � ����



where � �� �� � � represents simultaneous execution with
an identifier �.

In an Ada concurrent program, ���� is constructed from
both an entry call statement node and an accept statement
node for the same entry, or from both a generation statement
node of a new task-instance and a start node in the Event
Graph of the task-type.

We let ����� denote a set of all triplets of simultaneous
executions in a concurrent program.

���������� �
�� �� ��� � ���� �� �� �� ��� �� ���������

���� � ������

The Event InterActions Graph (����) consists of
Event graphs and Interactions1. The EIAG represents
behavior of a concurrent program. That is:

���	���������� � �������������

������� � �������� ���	������������
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 �	��
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	�
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In order to generate test-cases from an EIAG, we firstly
consider test-cases on an Event Graph.

3.2.1 Test-Cases on an Event Graph

We define test-cases as ����� on an Event Graph in a
similar manner for sequential programs. Firstly, we define
�
������ on an Event Graph.

�
������ is a set of sequences of the nodes on �� �
����� �� ��, and all pairs of side by side nodes in the
sequences are elements of the edge set �:

�
���������� � ���� � �	 ��� � ������ �����

��������� � ��1 �  � ��� 	� ���� �� � 1� �� ���

where �	 ��� represents the sequence of nodes, ��� is
length of the sequence �, and ��� is the -th element of the
sequence �.

����� is a set of �
������’ elements whose first node
is the start node � and last node is the final node � :

��������� �
���� � �
���������� � ��1� � � � ������ � ���

An element of �
������ is called a subpath and an
element of ����� is called a path.

1We defined Interactions are synchronizations, communications and
waits in [3]. In this paper, we treat with only synchronizations as
Interactions because concurrent programs written in Ada are represented
by only synchronization.

3.2.2 Test-Cases on an EIAG

By using test-cases on Event Graphs and being based on
the Interactions, we generate test-cases on an EIAG. Firstly,
we define !����� (cooperated path) between two Event
Graphs.

Suppose that ��� � ��� and that � and " are the el-
ements of �������� and �������� respectively. !�����

is a set of pairs � �� " �, and if � �� �� � � is an element
of ���������, the paths have property that the number of
�’s is equal to the number of �’s, where � is an element of
� and � is an element of ":

!���������� �
�� �� " � � � � ������� � " � �������

��
��� �� " �� ���	���������

�
��� �� " �� ���	�������� �
� � �� ��� � �� �� ��� �� ���	�������

	 ��
#��� �� � �
#�"� �����

where �
#��� �� represents the number of �’s in the
sequence �.

In a concurrent program, we define !������ between
any two Event Graphs if there are more than two Event
Graphs as follows. If a concurrent program has # tasks,
!������ consists of a set of # paths.

!����������� �
�� �1� �2� 
 
 
 � �� � ��� $��1 � � $ � #�  �� $�
� � ��� �� �� !���������� ����
����� ��� � ������

We can define that elements of!������ denote test-cases
on an EIAG. That is:

�	��!��	������� � !������������

An element of !������ is called a copath.

��� ������� �
���
�� �	
 �	��

��� �
	�
�
��� ��� ���	
�����

Testing criteria specify not only termination conditions
of test-cases generation but also reliability of testing[10].
Many testing criteria have been proposed for sequential pro-
gram testing, but a few testing criteria have been proposed
for concurrent program testing[4][5][11]. We adopt a sim-
ple testing criterion for test-cases generation of concurrent
programs, because of easy implementation and as a practical
method. That is, we generate test-cases for “execution of all
interactions of a concurrent program at least once,” which
we call Interaction Coverage Criterion[3].

At generation of paths of Event Graphs, we use two
criteria; all edges in an Event graph are executed at least
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Figure 3. The original EIAG of the sample
program.

once in testing(Edge Coverage Criterion) and we consider
two cases of zero and one repetitions for loops in an Event
Graph (Loop Coverage Criterion).

With regard to the interaction coverage criterion, we
can select Interactions as a target of testing. That is, all
interactions which exist in a program must be executed
at least once in testing. We construct paths satisfying
both criteria of the edge coverage and the loop coverage
from Event Graphs and then combine them to satisfy the
Interactions in order to get copaths.

Now, we describe two algorithms satisfying three criteria.
One is the path generation algorithm for an Event Graph,
and the other is the copath generation algorithm.[2][3]

The following algorithm can generate paths on an Event
Graph.

�Path Generation Algorithm

Step1. Find one path from the start node to the final node
by the depth-first search.

Step2. Find a subpath of which the first node (named fork
node) and the last node (named join node) are on
already found paths. Here, if we cannot find such a
subpath, this algorithm ends.

Step3. Replace the subpath from the fork node to join node
on the paths with the subpath found in Step2. Hence,
we get another path.

Step4. Go to Step2.

The following algorithm can generate copaths for a
concurrent program which has two processes ���.

Table 1. Correspondence of statements in the
program to nodes in the EIAG.

Task Name Node Number Statement of the Program

0 begin
1 accept E1 (I) do
5 if N mod = 1 then

T type 6 accept E2;
11 T(T ord�1).E2;
16 end if;
�1 end T type;

0 begin
2 loop

main 3 new T type;
5 T(I).E1(I);
6 end loop;

�1 end SAMPLE;

�Copath Generation Algorithm
Step1. Select a path � from a set �������.

Step2. Count the number of node � in the path �, where
� is one component of an element � �� ��� � of
���	������������.

Step3. Find a path" from a set�������, where the number
of node � in the path " are equal to the number counted
in Step2. Here, if we cannot find such a path " and we
select all paths of a set �������, this algorithm ends.

Step4. The pair of the path � and " is a copath.

Step5. Go to Step1.

In order to get copaths in case that more than two Event
Graphs exist, this algorithm must be executed between any
two Event graphs.

Figure 3 shows the EIAG of the program in Figure 2.
Table 1 shows correspondence of statements in the program
to nodes in the EIAG. In Figure 3, the circles denote the
nodes, the solid arrows denote the edges, the dashed arrows
denote the Interactions (�����) and node 0 and node1 are
start and final nodes, respectively. The node number is not
continuous because in the steps constructing EIAG we give
a node number to each of the statements of the program and
then remove the nodes which do not relate to concurrent
events.

When we apply the algorithms to a program including
task-types, we may not generate copaths. After we get
paths from Event Graphs, we cannot combine copaths from
each of the paths if identical task-instances generated from
a task-type in the program communicate with each other.

Consequently, the EIAG cannot reflect accurate behavior
of concurrent programs including task-types and test-cases
cannot is generated from the EIAG. Hence, they may not
be realized. A new method for testing such programs is
needed. In the next section, we classify the concurrent
programs including task-types.



4 Concurrent Programs Including Task-
types and the Modified EIAG

If task-instances generated from a task-type communicate
with each other, the EIAG cannot reflect the behavior of
the program including the task-type. It is impossible to
generate test-cases from the EIAG which test the behavior
the EIAG does not reflect. In order to solve this problem,
we need to develop new method for modeling concurrent
programs according as whether or not the task-instances
generated from a task-type in the program communicate
with each other.

The EIAG represents possible behavior of concurrent
programs. Because the original EIAG is constructed as
only one task in view of a task-type regardless of the
number of task-instances, in executing the programs we
could satisfy test-cases by selecting test-data which fix the
number of task-instances. Hence, when the number of task-
instances is determined by input-data even if task-instances
are generated more than one, we can satisfy test-cases by
selecting test-data which generate the same number of task-
instances as the test-cases declare. On the other hand, If
we generated test-cases for a concurrent program which
have the different number of task-instances as the number
of task-instances statically declared in the source of the
program, all of the test-cases could not be executed because
it is impossible to realize them. Therefore, we need change
the method of generating test-cases according as whether
the number of task-instances generated from a task-type can
be determined statically or dynamically.

��� ����
���	�� ������� ��� ���������

With regard to the concurrent programs including task-
types, we can observe whether or not task-instances gener-
ated from a task-type communicate with each other. The
concurrent programs can be classified as follows:

Viewpoint A: Do task-instances generated from a task-type
communicate with each other?

�(A) Task-instances generated from a task-type communi-
cate with each other.

�(not A) Task-instances generated from a task-type do not
communicate with each other.

Concerning (A), there are two cases: direct and indirect
communications. The latter means that a pair of nodes
synchronize through other program units (task, procedure
and so on).

We let ���	�%�	�������� �� represent that interactions
exist between two task-instances � �

� � 1 �  � 2 from one

c
b

e

a

a

b
e

d

X

YZ

T’ T

Figure 4. The indirect communication
through one task.

task-type � � � �� �� ��� ��� � ��, that is:

��� � � � �� ���	�%�	�������� ���

���	�%�	�������� �� is defined as direct or indirect
communication. The direct communication is defined as
follows:

���	�%�	�������� �� �� �� �� � �� ���	�������

In case of the indirect communication through one task
(see Figure 4) is defined as follows:

���	�%�	�������� ��
� �� � ����� �� ��� ��� &� 	 � ��

� ��� ��� ��� &� �� ' ��

� 	� ��� ( �� ���	��������

where � �� 
 
 
 � &� 
 
 
 � 	 �� �
������� �.
In case of the indirect communications through more

than two tasks, by generalizing the case of one task,
���	�%�	�������� �� is as follows:

���	�%�	�������� ��
� ��� � ���� ��� ��� ����  � 2�
����1� ���2� ���3 � ���

� ��� ���1��1 ��� ���3� ��� '1 ��

� ���2	� ���1�1��2 ��� ���1�3� ���2
 � '2 ��

. . .
��� � ����1� ���2� ���3
� ���1�2	� ���1��� ��� ���3� ���1�2
 � '� ��

� ���2� �� ( �� ���	��������

where �)� � ���1� 
 
 
 � ���2� 
 
 
 � ���3 �� �
���������.
Now, we consider a method for EIAG construction of

each of the two kinds as mentioned above.

�(A) In the case of that “Task-instances generated from a
task-type communicate with each other,” we construct
the modified EIAG by generating two task-instances
for the task-type.



Task-type T’ EG T’ EG T’1 2

a

b

a

b
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Figure 5. The modified EIAG in case of an
interaction in same task-instances of a task-
type.

�(not A) In the case of that “Task-instances generated from
a task-type do not communicate with each other,”
we construct the modified EIAG by generating one
task-instance for a task-type

The modified EIAG which is constructed by the method
as mentioned above satisfies the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The modified EIAG can represent all interac-
tions of concurrent programs even if task-instances gen-
erated from a task-type communicate with each other.

[Proof] In (not A), because ���	�%�	�������� �� is
false, it is obvious. In (A), if ���	�%�	�������� �� is
true concerning two nodes �� � in a task-type � �, let an
interaction exist between � in � �

1 and � in � �

2 where � �

1� �
�

2
denote two Event Graphs which represent task-instances
of the task-type � � (see Figure 5);

� � � �

1� � � � �

2 � � �� �� � �� ���	��������������

where ���� denotes a set of Event Graphs modified be the
method as mentioned above.

��� ��� !����
 	� ��� ���������

We can observe whether the number of task-instances
is determined statically or dynamically. We classify the
concurrent programs as follows:

Viewpoint B: Is the number of task-instances generated
from a task-type statically determined?

�(B) The number of task-instances generated from a task-
type is statically determined (obviously declaration in
source code.)

�(not B) The number of task-instances generated from a
task-type is not statically determined. It is determined
by input-data.

Now, we consider a method for copaths generation of
each of the two kinds as mentioned above.
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Figure 6. The modified EIAG of the sample
program.

�(B) We generate a set of paths whose number is equal
to the number of task-instances declared in the source
code, so that it may satisfy the testing criteria on the
constructed EIAG.

�(not B) We generate copaths by getting a path from each
Event Graph.

Copaths generated by the method as mentioned above
satisfy the following theorem.

Theorem 2 The generated copaths can be realized.
[Proof] In (B), in executing a program we can realize

copaths by selecting test-data which satisfy the copaths.
In (not B), in executing a program we can realize copaths
by selecting test-data which generate the same number of
task-instances as the copaths declare.

As an example, we show a concurrent program including
a task-type in Figure 2. With regard to this program,
identical task-instances synchronize with each other; that
is, this program can be classified to (A). Figure 6 shows
the modified EIAG of the sample program. The number of
task-instances is obviously determined as ‘2’ by the source
code; that is, this program can be classified to (B). We
can get copaths after we extract a set of three paths on the
modified EIAG (two paths from the task ‘T type’ and one
path from the main) so that they may satisfy the testing
criteria. Figure 7 shows a copath of the sample program.

As another example, Figure 8 shows a program to solve
the dining philosopher problem. Identical task-instances do
not synchronize with each other; that is, this program can
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Figure 7. A copath of the sample program.

be classified to (not A). Figure 8 shows the EIAG of the
program.

Here, if the number of task-instances is determined as
‘2’ by the source code, the program can be classified to (B).
Hence, we can get copaths after we extract a set of four
paths on the modified EIAG (two paths from the task ‘fork’
and two paths from the task ‘philosopher.’) Figure 9 shows
a copath of the program.

If the number of task-instances is determined by input-
data, the program can be classified to (not B). Hence, we
can realize copaths by selecting test-data which generate the
same number of task-instances as the copaths declare. In
the case of the program, a copath generated from the EIAG
(Figure 8) is as Figure 10. Because two interactions in
Figure 10 cross, we can recognize that the program comes
into deadlock if the copath is executed. That is, we can
find the deadlock such as the second entry call statement
‘fork.up’ in the task ‘philosopher’ cannot be accepted.

5 Discussion and Evaluation

If a program includes an error and some test-data gener-
ated according to a testing method discover this error, we
can say ‘the testing method is reliable.’[10] Therefore, if a

fork philosopher

begin begin

end

end

loop loop

end loop

accept up

accept down

fork.up

fork.down

fork.up

fork.down

end loop

Figure 8. The EIAG of the dining philosopher
program.

Table 2. Performance for �����.
sample program 0.064 sec

dining philosopher 0.076 sec

test-set (test-data) generated according to a reliable testing
method is valid for all testing results, the program is valid.
A ‘reliable’ testing method for any program is only one that
utilizes all input domain.

Concerning errors in communication between processes,
we can roughly characterize two kinds, one is a complete
communication error which causes error states for all data
can be detected in communication, and the other is a partial
communication error where we may detect errors to some
data in communication. If we use the proposed method in
this paper, we can acquire a modified EIAG that has all
interactions in a target program and can acquire copaths that
satisfy the testing criteria. Hence, this method is ‘reliable’
for the case of the complete communication error.

We have implemented the tool �!*	� (Test-Case gener-
ator) that automatically generates copaths from concurrent
programs written in Ada[2]. �!*	� uses the two algo-
rithms in Section 3.3. We expand �!*	� so that it can
apply concurrent programs including task-types. Table 2
shows approximate execution times2 of �!*	� when we
apply two programs.

Taylor et al. defined the concurrency state graph as a
model for concurrent programs[4]. When we construct the
graph for a program, we are faced with two problems: (1)

2The approximate execution times in Table 2 are measured on DEC
AlphaStation 200.
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Figure 9. A sample test-case.

we must know in advance how many instances are in the
program to construct the graph, yet we have no way of
knowing and (2) the more the number of the state of the
tasks in the program increases, the larger the number of
the concurrency state becomes (as Table 3 shows). Hence,
the concurrency state graph is not practical as a model for
concurrent programs.

We statically construct a modified EIAG of a target
program even though the program includes task-types. Even
if the number of task-instances increases, the number of
nodes in the modified EIAG does not. For example, in view
of the sample program given in Figure 2, where the number
of task-instances obviously is determined statically in the
source code regardless of the number of task-instances. And
Table 4 shows the number of elements in a modified EIAG
of the dining philosopher program, even if we increase the
number, the modified EIAG (given in Figure 8) need not be
changed and the number of elements in a modified EIAG is

philosopher fork

begin begin

loop loop

loop

loop

loop

end

end

end loop

end loop

end loop

accept up

accept down

accept up

accept down

fork.down

fork.up

fork.down

fork.up

Figure 10. A sample test-case which repre-
sents a deadlock.

Table 3. The number of states in concurrency
state graph: dining philosopher.

philosophers tasks states edges

2 4 19 28
3 6 84 186
4 8 375 1112
5 10 1653 6130
6 12 7282 32412
7 14 32063 166502

constant.
That is, we can test the program within practical time

if we use the modified EIAG as a model for the program.
Further, it is difficult for the concurrency state graph to
correspond with the original target program. The EIAG
is fundamentally based on the source code of a concurrent
program. Hence, we can easily compare it with the original
program.

Because the modified EIAG represents more accurate
behavior of the program than the EIAG does, test-cases
generated by the proposed method in this paper increase the
possibility of realization than those by the previous method.
Figure 3 shows the unmodified EIAG of the sample program
in Figure 2. There is one T type in the unmodified EIAG.



Table 4. The number of elements in the mod-
ified EIAG: dining philosopher.
tasks Event Graphs nodes edges Interactions

2 2 14 14 4

Therefore, when task-instances generated from a task-type
synchronize with each other, the EIAG cannot reflect the
behavior of the programs and test-cases generated on the
EIAG may not be realized in execution. The test-cases in the
proposed method increase in number. However, the method
is practical in the sense that the number of task-instances
generated from a task-type is restricted.

Tai reported the synchronization sequences for the re-
producible testing execution of concurrent programs[5].
Concurrently executable events are placed in one sequence
since the synchronization sequences express the total order.
On the other hand, copaths consist of sets of paths satisfying
Interactions. They are sequences that express the total order
on each of the Event Graphs, but maintain the partial order
in a target concurrent program.

At last, we discuss feasibility of test-cases generated on
the modified EIAG. We described how to automatically
generate test-cases, without interpreting the meaning of a
target program. Hence, the program may not be executed
for some test-cases actually generated based on the method;
it means that there are no test-data for such test-cases. In
view of such test-cases, we will take measures to confirm the
feasibility by forcing the program to actually execute[12].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an enhanced test-case genera-
tion method for concurrent programs including task-types.
We use the modified Event InterActions Graph (EIAG) as
a model for concurrent programs. The testing methods
in use are not practical for concurrent programs including
task-types. Test-cases generated by the proposed method
are ‘reliable’ for case of the complete communication error,
and we expect that insufficient or overlapping test-cases
will decrease since test-cases are generated on the modified
EIAG. Since the modified EIAG is fundamentally based
on the source code of a concurrent program, it can be
compared with the original program. Because the modified
EIAG represents more accurate behavior of the program
than the EIAG does, test-cases generated by the enhanced
method increase the possibility of realizing themselves and
the test-cases increase in number. The method, however,
is practical in the sense that the number of task-instances
generated from a task-type is restricted. Further, copaths
of the modified EIAG consist of sets of paths satisfying
Interactions. Hence they can maintain the partial order in a

target concurrent program.
Future issues are as follows:

� Application to various programs.
We have implemented �!*	� (Test-Case generator)
which automatically generates copaths from concurrent
programs written in Ada, and we applied two programs
written in Ada in this paper. But, we only applied to
the programs of such small scale as a hundred steps.
We need to apply the method to concurrent programs
of a larger scale.

� Solution of feasibility of test-cases.
We described how to automatically generate test-cases,
without interpreting the meaning of a target program.
Hence, the program may not be executed for some test-
cases actually generated based on the method described
in this paper. In the future, we will take measures
to confirm the feasibility by forcing the program to
actually execute[12].
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